Code of Ethics

1.0 Purpose

1.1 The following Code of Ethics is binding upon every individual who possesses a current ACCP™ Level II Certification. These rules are necessary to protect the life, health, property and welfare of the public, and to maintain the credibility of the ASNT Central Certification Program and the NDT profession. Accordingly, each ACCP™ Level II certified individual agrees to:

2.0 Code of Ethics

2.1 Responsibility: Protect the safety, health and welfare of the public, by performing all NDT activities to the best of his/her ability in accordance with properly established and approved procedures and only in situations for which qualified.

2.2 Integrity: Perform all NDT activities honestly, and treat the public, clients and employer in an impartial and ethical manner. All reports of NDT activities shall faithfully and accurately reflect the tests conducted, procedures used, and results obtained.

2.3 Conflict of Interest: Consciously avoid conflict of interest situations with employer or client, promptly informing same if such situations cannot be avoided.

2.4 Improper Conduct: Refrain from work activities outside the area of certification without written approval of his/her supervisor.

2.5 Safety: Act in a safe and responsible manner while conducting NDT activities, ensuring that all required and necessary safety procedures are in place and are being used by one’s self and others under his/her jurisdiction.

3.0 Penalty

Violation of this Code of Ethics by any ACCP™ certified Level II person may be cause for disciplinary action against that person. Sanctions may include suspension or revocation as determined by ASNT.